The paper provides an overview of the current status of several technical development activities initiated by the European Space Agency (ESA) to support the JUICE mission to the Jovian system. First of all, the qualification status of the solar cells to be used in the JUICE mission will be reported. Then, the conclusions from a dedicated activity aiming at assessing the potential degradation of triple-junction solar cells upon primary discharges will be discussed. Finally, the results on the coupon tests currently running at ESA will be presented. The coupons consist of representative solar cell assemblies including coverglasses with a conductive Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) layer. Dedicated coverglass grounding technologies are tested on the coupons which connect the conductive coverglass surfaces to the panel ground. It will be shown how the resistivity of the materials used in the coupons evolves upon submission to extreme thermal cycles.
INTRODUCTION
The European JUpiter ICy moon Explorer (JUICE) mission to the Jovian system poses major challenges to the solar generator subsystem. Since the satellite on its cruise to Jupiter will make use of a Venus gravity assist, the satellite will be exposed to both, hot temperatures and high sun illumination and very cold temperatures and low sun illumination. Temperatures will thus range, between +140-150°C for closest sun approach and extremely cold temperatures of < -220°C reached around Jupiter when the satellite is in eclipse. Sun intensities received by the solar array are ranging between 2.4 suns (around 3300W/m 2 ) and very low light intensities of down to 3.7% air mass "zero" (AM0) which are in the order of 50W/m 2 . Finally, the JUICE mission is also characterized by an extremely harsh irradiation environment (in terms of high energetic charged particles such as electrons and protons) which leads to high degradation on solar cell level due to particle irradiation. But also other effects like detrimental primary discharges as a consequence of high surface charging have to be taken into account. Dedicated technology development activities (TDAs) have been initiated by ESA in order to demonstrate the capability of a certain technology to sustain those extreme conditions. In the solar generator domain three activities are currently still ongoing or have been just finished:
1. JUICE Pre-qualification of Integrated LILT solar cells 2. Assessment of performance degradation of solar cells during the JUICE mission due to primary discharges 3. JUICE Coupon Test
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTIONS

JUICE Pre-qualification of Integrated LILT solar cells
The objective of this activity was to run a full qualification test program in line with ECSS-E-ST-20-08 [1] on bare cell and solar cell assembly (SCA) level, with a reduced number of test samples per subgroup, but including additional cell variants as a backup in the test program. In total 5 different solar cell variants have been produced by AZUR SPACE Solar Power GmbH (AZUR) including thin configurations (80µm) and configurations of standard thickness (140µm). An overview of the cell variants is given in Tab. 1. The difference in cell design ("Standard" vs. "LILT") is mainly related to a modification of the front side metallisation aiming at mitigating the so-called "flat spot effect" [2] [3] [4] . However, as it was demonstrated in a precursor activity also the cells with standard design did not show any flat spot effect [5] . Thus, initially, Cell A with standard cell design and a thickness of 80µm was baselined for JUICE. The other combinations served as backup. A thin cell is preferred due to the mass criticality of the JUICE mission. SCAs of all 5 cell variants have been manufactured by Airbus Defence and Space GmbH (ADS) and Leonardo Company (Leonardo). All cell and SCA variants have been submitted as a minimum to a screening test as described in [5] and a full beginning of life (BOL) characterisation covering illumination and temperature conditions around Venus and Jupiter. The screening of the cells and SCAs is required to sort out shunted cells which will clearly underperform under low intensity conditions. A significant part of this activity was also dedicated to a quantification of the annealing effects that have been observed in precursor activities [5] .
Assessment of performance degradation of solar cells during the JUICE mission due to primary discharges
The purpose of this activity was to test the vulnerability of the SCAs against potential degradation as a consequence of primary discharges when a nonconductive coverglass is used. The operation of solar cells under low intensity low temperature (LILT) conditions implies that shunt resistances created by primary discharges have a much stronger impact on the solar cell performance compared to missions where the cells are operated at higher sun intensities. Therefore, a total number of 20 samples have been submitted to 100 primary discharges each, in order to identify whether the cell performance would be affected and if "yes" to quantify a degradation factor. The samples that were tested were single-cell coupons as shown in Fig. 1 . These "coupons" are SCAs mounted on Al plates covered with Kapton. This configuration was chosen in order to allow for an easier beginning of test (BOT) and end of test (EOT) characterisation that was performed at the Fraunhofer ISE. Since the BOT and EOT characterisation had to be performed also at LILT conditions the samples had to be mounted inside a cryostat. The Al plate with holes at the edges allowed for screwing the samples to the holder which was needed for arriving at a good thermal contact. ONERA at their JONAS facility using a flash-over simulator to represent the missing coverglasses on a real panel and assuming the discharge of a full panel as a worst case. A schematic of the test setup is shown in Fig. 2 and is described in more detail in [6] .
JUICE coupon test
The Full coupon with photovoltaic assembly (PVA)
RESULTS
JUICE Pre-qualification of Integrated LILT solar cells
The first major achievement in the framework of the pre-qualification activity was the identification of the solar cell baseline. BOL measurements revealed that cell A (cp. Tab. 1) suffers from a feature known as "majority carrier barrier effect" [7, 8] . This effect is a fully reversible drop in cell performance, once the solar cell is operated below a certain threshold temperature. Since during the JUICE mission operating temperatures are dropping also below -120°C, it was decided to change to Cell B for the JUICE mission in an 80µm thick configuration as a baseline. For the high temperature part and the low temperature part the temperature coefficient follows nicely a straight line except for the very cold temperature regime where a saturation is reached. This is a known phenomenon and can be explained by tunnelling currents which at low temperatures start to become a dominant contributor [9] . Nevertheless, efficiencies at LILT conditions reach very high values of 34% (at -150°C, 3.7% AM0) with no sign of a flat spot effect. Electron and proton irradiation tests have been performed at room temperature on cells and SCAs, respectively, with subsequent characterisation under LILT conditions. In addition, low temperature irradiation tests with in-situ LILT measurements have been performed by Ecole Polytechnique to assess the annealing factor that has been observed in precursor activities. The results of those tests are discussed in dedicated publications presented at this conference [10, 11] . Other test activities such as UV, thermal cycling on cell and SCA level as well as the life test are not finished, yet.
Assessment of performance degradation of solar cells during the JUICE mission due to primary discharges
Bare cells of cell structure A and B of the two different thicknesses have been processed into SCAs and singlecell coupons (cp. Fig. 1 ) by ADS and Leonardo (applied coverglasses had no conductive layer). Tab. 4 lists the cell variants together with the number of samples per type that have been submitted to the ESD test. Numbers in brackets give the number of cells that showed degradation. Cell structure A * is an 80µm cell where the same cutting process is applied as for the 140µm cell. The standard process for cutting 80µm cells differs slightly from the one applied for 140µm cells. Cell A * was manufactured after the results of the first 10 samples were analysed, since it was initially assumed that the cutting process could have been responsible for the high number of degraded samples To track any potential degradation during the test sequence inside the test chamber, dark I-V measurements have been performed after the occurrence of every 10 ESD events (cp. Fig. 5 ). Furthermore, the location of the ESDs has been recorded by a video camera. Before starting the test and after the 100 ESDs electroluminescence, pictures were taken to detect potential shunts and their location (cp. Fig. 6 ). Fig. 7 shows the evolution of the dark current at a fixed voltage of 2V as a function of the number of ESDs for all cells. When a degradation is observed (increasing dark current) this is mostly related to one single detrimental ESD event after which the dark current remains stable for the rest of the test program. Some cells also showed accumulative degradation as a consequence of multiple detrimental ESDs. Initially, only the first 10 coupons of Tab. 4 have been submitted to the ESD test campaign: while almost all the 80µm coupons by ADS showed some degradation, the opposite was true for the 140µm coupons from
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Leonardo where only one coupon showed some degradation. And this degradation could even not be correlated to an ESD event. Thus, the first assumption was that the thickness of the cell could be an important parameter for the vulnerability of the cell towards primary discharges. Since the cutting process of 80µm cells differs slightly from the 140µm cells, a dedicated 80µm cell was manufactured where the same cutting process as for the 140µm cell variant (cell A * ) was applied. However, also this cell showed a clear degradation. Thus, this theory was discarded. In parallel, other coupons were manufactured using cell structure B (which had become the baseline for JUICE at that time). As can be seen in Fig. 7 , in case of cell B only 2 out of 9 samples show some degradation and for 4 cells with 80µm thickness even no degradation is observed. However, since cell A and cell B only differ slightly in their epitaxial structure, the cell structure itself is not considered to play a role in this test. Thus, it was concluded that basically all cell variants can potentially be affected by primary discharges.
Figure 8. Light I-V curves of a coupon before and after ESD testing under low intensity conditions at room and low temperature.
The impact of the degradation was subsequently quantified by I-V measurements under LILT conditions at Fraunhofer ISE. An example of a coupon before and after the ESD test is shown in Fig. 8 . There, light I-V measurements are shown under low intensity conditions at room temperature and -150°C. As mentioned before, the cumulative ESD events introduced one or more shunts at the cell edges leading to a significant drop in cell performance under those conditions. It should be highlighted that under full AM0 this drop in cell performance is much less. While under LILT conditions the drop in efficiency is almost 85%, the same cell shown in Fig. 8 would only drop by 10% under AM0 (room temperature) conditions. However, as a conclusion of these results, it is of major importance to protect the solar cells against primary discharges for the JUICE mission. Due to the fact that the solar generator is requested to meet a very stringent equipotential requirement of 1V, the coverglasses are anyway covered with a conductive Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) layer. This together with an appropriate coverglass grounding network should protect the solar cells against primary discharge events to happen.
JUICE coupon test
As One back side coupon per company was equipped with the typical back side elements such as blocking diodes, bleeder resistors and thermal sensors. The substrate used by Leonardo for the back side coupon was again provided by TAS/Patria while the substrate for the back side coupon from ADS was of Ara Mk4 type provided by ADS NL (Airborne Composites). As explained above, there is a stringent requirement to meet an equipotential on the solar generator of 1V. This made the application of ITO coated coverglasses mandatory. Special attention was therefore paid on a possible degradation of the resistivity of the ITO layers and/or different coverglass grounding concepts applied on the test coupons. In Fig. 9 , it can be seen that both companies used patches to interconnect the conductive surfaces of the coverglasses. While Airbus DS GmbH was using one specific coverglass grounding technology, Leonardo Company decided to test several combinations of patches and adhesives. Also in one string, a solution was applied where the coverglasses were directly
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connected to the shunt diode. However, this solution has to be discarded for the JUICE mission since it does not allow to meet the 1V equipotential requirement. On the contrary, each coverglass will have the potential of the cell it is connected to, leading to a quite inhomogeneous potential distribution.
Figure 9. Front side coupons of Leonardo company (top) and ADS (bottom).
Before and after each test step (cp. Tab. 2), the coupons were investigated by visual inspection and an electrical health check was performed (including flasher test and electroluminescence measurements). During the cycling, the electrical elements were checked for continuity and an insulation check (cells vs. substrate) was performed during two cycles (beginning and end of each test sequence). Overall, the test demonstrates a significant confidence in most of the electrical elements. However, a few points of concern have been found which are currently subject to a more in-depth investigation:
1. On the Leonardo coupon, one string showed a slight degradation at P max of 4% after bake-out step 1b of Tab. 2 which then remained stable during the test campaign. All other strings on the Leonardo and ADS coupons did not show any degradation at all. Therefore, it could be concluded that the solar cells do not suffer from the cycling profile.
2. A coverglass crack was noticed on one of the ADS SCAs after step 4 which affected the coverglass grounding path (see below).
3. Some components on the back side coupons of both companies lost contact to the substrate (adhesive failure) without loss of functionality of the component itself.
Figure 10. Resistance evolution of coverglass grounding network on ADS front side coupon.
Apart from those points, the major interest of the test campaign was focussed on the performance of the coverglass grounding network solutions. Fig. 10 shows the evolution of the coverglass grounding network resistivity as a function of the cycling steps. In order to have more information about the resistivity as a function of the current path length, the coverglass network grounding bars on each side of the coupon were cut in the middle and resistance measurements were performed between the 4 points G1 to G4 shown in Fig. 9 (bottom). The resistance was derived by applying 50 V between any two points and measuring the current. Obviously, the current paths with the shortest distance -G1-G2 and G3-G4 -have the lowest resistivity. For those points mainly the resistivity of the ITO itself is measured. For all the other measurements, the resistivity values are quite similar which could be expected since the current has to pass over the same minimum number of patches (3). While before any thermal cycling the resistance was in all cases below 100k: a strong increase was observed after the first step with values in the order of 10M:. However, repeating this measurement after a few days showed a significant recovery with values being now in the range of 1-2M:. The cold cycles in step 2 did not lead to any change in the resistivity. However, additional "hot" cycles in step 3 again lead to very high values which again recovered after a few days. The last cycles consisting of two sequences of "cold" cycles did not lead to a further increase of the resistance resulting in a final resistivity (for the long current paths) of 1-2 M:. The sudden increase of the resistivity between G3-G4 can be explained by a crack in the coverglass of cell 3 in string 4 (numbering the strings from right to left in Fig. 9 bottom) exactly at the position of the grounding bar connection apparently interrupting the ITO coating (arrow in Fig 9 bottom) . This results in a current path equivalent to the others (where the current has to flow over at least 3 patches). Overall, it can be concluded that the resistivity of the coverglass grounding network increased by roughly one order of magnitude with respect to the BOL measurement. However, the maximum values in terms of resistivity would still allow for meeting the 1V equipotential requirement. On the coupon from Leonardo, the interesting measurements with respect to the grounding network solutions were done on string 2 (consisting of 16 cells in series) since the solution used on string 1 (coverglasses connected to cell) cannot be used for the JUICE mission as explained above. Patches are applied between the short edges of adjacent cells and from the short edges to the grounding bar (only on one side). 3 different coverglass grounding solutions were applied labelled solution A, B and C. An overview of which coverglass grounding solution has been used between the different cells of string 2 of the Leonardo coupon is given in Tab. 4. Measurements of the resistance was carried out by using on one side the connection of the grounding bar and by probing on the other side directly on top of the coverglass (see Fig. 11 ). By this means, the current had to flow over the length of two cells and over two grounding patches per cell pair (one patch between the cells + 1 patch from cell to grounding bar). As for the ADS coupon, resistances were derived from applying 50 V between the two contact points and measuring the current. The evolution of the resistance of the coverglass grounding network is given in Fig. 12 showing that all solutions exhibit a resistance of clearly less than 100k: at the end of the test. For solutions A and B there is at least one path that shows a significant change after one of the test steps. Only solution C remains very stable. However, it has to be pointed out that the statistics are very poor. Additional measurements have been performed probing each individual coverglass separately (on both sides a probe was placed directly onto the coverglass) in order to check the performance of the ITO layer itself. In average over the 24 cells the resistivity changed from 14.2 k: before the test to 11.5 k: after the test. These values are well in line with those quoted by Qioptiq in the order of 5k:/sq. Taking into account that the way of measuring gives rise to some variability in the results it can be concluded that the ITO resistivity remains very stable during the cycling test. Additional coupons of both companies are currently being manufactured and are planned to be tested in the upcoming months. On one side, these additional tests are aimed at improving the coverglass grounding network solutions taking into account what has been learned from the present tests and on the other side shall increase statistics.
CONCLUSION
The status of running or finished TDAs initiated by ESA to support the JUICE mission has been provided. In the pre-qualification activity the major finding was the detection of the majority carrier barrier effect in one cell structure that led to a reorientation of the cell baseline. Test activities are ongoing with UV, thermal cycling and life test still to be performed. A significant amount of effort went into the electron and proton irradiation campaigns which are discussed in separate contributions to this conference [10, 11] . The activity related to the evaluation of potential performance losses upon primary discharges has been finished. It was concluded that there is a potential risk that one ESD event can cause an unacceptable degradation of the solar cell performance under LILT conditions. Therefore, a protection against primary discharges became mandatory for the JUICE mission. Since an ITO coating together with a coverglass grounding network was meanwhile already baselined due to the 1V equipotential requirement on the solar array, this conclusion did not lead to a design change. It was mentioned that under AM0 conditions the observed degradations were much less compared to LILT conditions. However, the findings within this activity are concerning enough to justify the implementation of a dedicated activity to investigate further whether primary discharges could cause detrimental performance losses also for other more standard missions (operating under AM0 and above). Finally, the coupon test campaign with 4 coupons (two front and two back side coupons) has been successfully completed with a few observations that still need to be investigated. However, it can be concluded that the PVA basically survives the JUICE thermal environment and that there are also coverglass grounding network solutions that survive the cycling profile and meet the stringent equipotential requirement.
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